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With the establishment and the consummation of Chinese market economy 
system and the enhancement of Chinese law level gradually, as an "economic man", 
the taxpayer would care for its cost of tax more and more. In the market like 
battlefield steep competition, where the game rules are being in order day by day, the 
taxpayers want to get the solutions about how to get the most economic benefit 
without destroying the rules and how to lighten their tax burden in a legal and logical 
way. Although tax planning is the planning of tax arrangement, which is not to say tax 
planning only pays attention to the tax factor. It is no doubt that tax planning should 
seek the answer from taxation laws and regulations, but the deeper level of tax 
planning is to do tax planning not limited by taxation. The operating of tax planning is 
very important for an enterprise which wants to manage tax planning successfully. 
This paper mainly discusses the operating process of tax planning, the cost and 
the risk of tax planning, and the importance of public tax relation for tax planning. 
There are seven chapters in the paper: 
Chapter1 summery of tax planning: mainly has discussed some basic related 
knowledge about tax planning. 
Chapter2 the executing of tax planning: to discuss the enterprise how to carry out 
its tax planning. 
Chapter3 the analysis and decision-making for the cost of tax planning: to study 
the cost of tax planning and the decision-making about the cost of tax planning. 
Chapter4 the risk controlling for tax planning: to discuss the risk of tax planning 
and how to control the risk of tax planning. 
Chapter5 public tax relation and tax planning: to introduce the relationship 
between public tax relation and tax planning. 
Chapter6 case analysis and review: the tax planning of Renhe chain-like business 
trade company: to introduce a case of tax planning about Renhe chain-like business 
trade company. 
Chapter7 the present situation and the forecast of tax planning in China: to 
summarize the present situation of tax planning in China, and forecast the prospect of 
tax planning in China. 
The innovation in this paper: 














relation among tax planning, enterprise strategy and the object of finance management. 
Third, has discussed the cost and the risk of tax planning, and has given the solutions 
to the cost decision-making and the risk controlling of tax planning. At last, has 
discussed the importance of public tax relation to tax planning in detail. 
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